Join us as we honor these City of Rowlett employees
recognized for their exemplary customer service.
Below are the expectations that describe Rowlett Stars
customer service, which translates into going that extra
step to ensure a customer comes away with the feeling
of being “WOWED”. These guidelines offer employees
the opportunity to serve in a way that gives customers
much more than they expect.

Service

Provides exceptional service. Advocates to meet the customer’s
need and does not “pass the buck”.

Team

Promotes exceptional teamwork. Includes collaborating within
or across departmental lines to meet the customer’s needs.

Action

Reflects exceptional initiative. Includes thinking outside of the
box to look for solutions to unique problems.

Results

Demonstrates exceptional performance. Includes
bringing a successful resolution to a difficult or complex
problem, following thru on promises, and/or outstanding
communication.

Our Purpose is to Serve.
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Honoring City of Rowlett employees
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exemplary customer service in
Fiscal Year 2018.
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We know that it is a very difficult time to be a police
officer, but we just wanted to pass on that a lot of us do
really appreciate your service and support you 100%.

Jake and Mark were recognized by a co-worker.
“Mark contacted me in February regarding
a Rowlett senior citizen experiencing a
water leak under his driveway who needed
assistance with the repair. Crossroads Church
volunteered to assist with
the actual plumbing repair,
Jake Gilliland
but were unable to fund
& Mark Leal
the driveway repair. Jake
and Mark reached out
into their community and
found support to have it removed and replaced so the leak
could be repaired. This is just another great example of our COR
employees stepping up to help our residents in need.”
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Gregg Pharr
Ethan Lowe

Justin Rushing

“I’d like to express my appreciation for the Firefighters at Station #3. Driving,
I realized that one of my tires was going flat. Looking for a safe place, I made
it to the parking lot of Station #3. Unasked, the Firefighters came over to see
what was wrong and insisted on changing the tire for me. They went to work
with a jack that they produced suddenly, doing a better job of changing that
tire than any NASCAR pit crew can do! I am a senior, age 82, and I want you to
know how much my generation appreciates and respects the Fire and Police
and all First Responders. I am so thankful for the fine Firefighters you have
under your command and how well they represent Rowlett.”

A retired Garland FD Captain was just
home after beginning chemo. On Father’s
Day, he fell and was unresponsive.
When the crew arrived, the family
asked that he be transported to Presby
Dallas, where he is under the care of
his oncologist. Scott worked hard to obtain
authorization, as this is not a hospital we
normally transport to. Upon arrival at the
hospital, Cole let the family know that he
lives across the street from their father, and
Scott gave them his personal cell phone –
and they ALL volunteered that if any of
family needed anything they would be there
to help.
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Justin Guest

My sister and I grew up around the
fire
department, and I am a Garland Police
Cole Hobbs
Officer. We are forever in debt to the Rowlett
Fire Department for taking care of our father
like one of their own. I know these men
will
say they were just doing their jobs,
however they made a very upsetting and
Ramiro Lopez
stressful situation easier to cope with. It
was extremely difficult seeing our strong
father so sick and incoherent. The actions
Scott Martinez
of these outstanding men not only reflect
the compassion distilled into each of them, they also
demonstrate the performance excellence that brings honor
to them and the Rowlett Fire Department.

“

Officer Mullins was recognized by a family
for his very caring, professional and
compassionate manner when responding to
what could have been a tragic call. Their
daughter was in extreme mental distress,
threatening self-harm and Officer Mullins
was a calming voice
giving heartfelt advice. He
Christian Mullins
diffused the situation;
their
daughter
is
now in counseling and
responding well. They firmly believe that it was Officer Mullins’
talk with her that inspired her motivation to get help.

Responding to a call one morning regarding an
unconscious person, first responders arrived
to find a school bus stopped near a 16-yearold boy lying in the street unresponsive and
not breathing. Vedran relieved the quickly tiring
bus driver, who had been performing CPR. Jeff
began AED deployment when Fire Department
personnel arrived on scene and put their
lifesaving skills and equipment to work.
For several minutes personnel worked feverishly
there in the middle of a dark neighborhood
street, trying to restore the child’s heartbeat,
while his panicked mother, sister and school
friends stood nearby. The rest of the crew cared
for them, reassuring them their loved one was
receiving the best care there is. Paramedics were
able to restore a heartbeat and transported him
to the hospital, officers on the scene took his
distraught mother in their own vehicle.
The quick actions of the bus driver and this team
of professionals all came together that morning
to save this child’s life.
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